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Abstract: The purpose of the study was to evaluate the relationship between serum 

adiponectin and leptin concentrations and body composition, hematological indices and 

lipid profile parameters in adults. The study involved 95 volunteers (BMI from 23.3 to  

53 kg/m2). Anthropometric parameters were measured: body weight and height, waist and 

hip circumference, waist-to-hip ratio, body fat mass (BMF), subcutaneous and visceral fat 

mass (SFM, VFM), lean body mass (LBM), skeletal muscle mass (SMM). In serum we 

determined adiponectin and leptin concentrations, extracellular hemoglobin, total bilirubin, 

as well as lipid metabolism (TCh, HDL-Ch, LDL-Ch, TG). Mean adipokine levels were 

significantly higher in women (p ≤ 0.01), adiponectin significantly negatively correlated 

with body height and weight, systolic blood pressure and absolute LBM and SMM values. 
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The same relation was observed for erythroid system indicators and lipid indicators. A 

positive correlation was exceptionally found between adiponectin and HDL-Ch. LEP 

negatively correlated with some percentage rates (%LBM, %SMM). Only in women, we 

observed a positive correlation between LEP and body weight, BMI and WHR. Studies on 

ADPN and the ADPN/LEP ratio as a valuable complementary diagnostic element in the 

prediction and prevention of cardiovascular diseases need to be continued. 
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1. Introduction 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD), like other chronic diseases, is the result of complex interactions 

between genetic and environmental factors over extended periods of time. CVD risk factors include 

metabolic (e.g., total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, fasting blood glucose, insulin resistance), biological 

(e.g., blood pressure), as well as lifestyle factors (physical inactivity, diet, tobacco smoking) [1].  

Yet these classical risk factors only partly explain high cardiovascular risk and, in order to enhance the 

understanding of CVD (and its treatment, too), research focusing on traditional as well as novel risk 

factors is still necessary to determine the most effective means of reducing unhealthy metabolic profiles. 

The discovery of the endocrine function of adipose tissue has boosted the interest in its role in CVD 

and resulted in the reevaluation of many preconceived notions about this tissue [2]. Adipocytes are 

now known to have numerous receptors responsible for their sensitivity to humoral factors, allowing 

interactions between adipose tissue and the endocrine, cardiovascular, immune and nervous systems [3]. 

The significance of the endocrine function of adipose tissue is particularly evident in diseases 

accompanying abdominal obesity, diseases associated with dyslipidemia, elevated blood pressure, 

activation of prothrombotic and inflammatory processes, insulin resistance, atherosclerosis and 

impaired glucose tolerance, and therefore with type 2 diabetes (T2DM) and development of metabolic 

syndrome [3–5]. In addition, significant differences have been shown in recent years between 

subcutaneous and visceral fat, both in terms of the endocrine function and the released products [6,7]. 

The clinical significance of abdominal obesity is well known and is associated with adverse changes 

in lipid indicators and its relationship to increased risk of coronary heart disease, hypertension, 

metabolic syndrome and strokes [8]. Adipocytes secrete a variety of biologically active molecules 

which may influence the function and the structural integrity of the cardiovascular system, and may be 

involved in cardiovascular risk. For example, it is postulated that adiponectin (ADPN) and leptin 

(LEP) levels, as well the ADPN/LEP ratio, are associated with BMI and body fat, although literature 

data are often ambiguous. Nonetheless, the observed trends indicate that these adipokines may be used 

as adjunctive markers of metabolic disorders being associated with cardiovascular pathologies. 

ADPN and LEP have a common tissue origin and protein structure. Their other common feature is their 

distribution by adipocytes, and lesser known distribution by skeletal muscles and myocardium [9–11]. 

However, their activities and roles are quite different. ADPN increases insulin sensitivity and fatty acid 

oxidation, reduces glucose synthesis and enhances glucose uptake by the liver and other tissues [12,13]. 

LEP is mainly responsible for the regulation of food intake [9]; its higher serum levels inhibit hunger, 
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increase energy expenditure by raising body temperature, while increasing fatty acid oxidation in the 

liver and skeletal muscle [14]. LEP has also been shown to be involved in immunological processes, 

hematopoiesis and probably in pathological processes, autoimmune diseases [15,16], angiogenesis, 

hemostasis and wound healing [17,18]. 

It is possible that ADPN and LEP may be the risk markers for fat-induced dyslipidemia or insulin 

resistance, with a risk for type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease. However, despite a vast body of 

research, the role of LEP and ADPN in the pathogenesis of obesity and cardiovascular diseases still 

raises a lot of controversies, for example due to discrepancies between clinical and animal research 

findings [19–21]. 

A recent study has shown a negative correlation of serum adiponectin level and a positive 

correlation of serum leptin level with visceral fat area in adults and these correlations are more 

significant compared to BMI ones. Leptin and adiponectin, among various adipocyte-derived 

cytokines, are thought to be involved in the regulation of metabolic homeostasis. Additionally, the 

evaluation of the leptin: adiponectin ratio has been suggested as a useful parameter for assessing 

insulin resistance, and is more effective as an insulin resistance parameter than adiponectin or leptin 

alone. In this study we performed a multifaceted analysis of the relationships between ADPN, LEP, 

and the ADPN/LEP ratio, and the selected markers of metabolic syndrome, including a broad blood 

biochemical profile and hematological parameters, being accompanied by a detailed analysis of body 

composition in people of varying body weight and allowing for differences between the sexes.  

In estimating the body composition, we included the percentage of fat components (including 

subcutaneous and visceral fat) or non-fat components, and their segmental distribution. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

The study involved 95 volunteers, non-diabetic individuals, comprising 55 women aged 38 (from 23 

to 54) years (BMI = 31.6 kg/m2; from 23.3 to 53 kg/m2) and 40 men aged 32 (from 24 to 58) years 

(BMI = 31.9 kg/m2; from 24.6 to 41.2 kg/m2). An inclusion criterion for participation in the study was: 

not taking medications on a permanent basis or contraceptives in the case of women. The study was 

approved by the local Ethics Committee (Pomeranian Medical University; Ref. KB-0012/54/10). 

2.2. Measures 

2.2.1. Anthropometric Measurements and Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) 

For each of the subjects we performed basic anthropometric measurements: body weight, body 

height, waist and hip circumference, and waist-hip ratio (WHR). A bioelectrical impedance analysis 

(using a Medical X-ScanPlus II, Jawon, Kyungsan City, Korea) was used to estimate body composition 

parameters: body fat mass (BFM), subcutaneous fat mass (SFM), visceral fat mass (VFM), lean body 

mass (LBM), skeletal muscle mass (SMM) and the percentage content of these components. In addition, 

the following parameters were determined in the trunk: soft lean mass (SLMT), body fat mass (MBFT) 

and subcutaneous fat mass (SFMT), and in the lower limb region: body fat mass for the right and left 
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legs (BFMRL, MBFLL). We also determined the proportion of the trunk and limb components in the 

total body mass of subjects under study. Additionally, we calculated the ratio of subcutaneous to 

visceral fat in the whole body and trunk (SFM:VFM, SFMT:VFMT), and the ratio of body fat mass to 

lean body mass (BFM:LBM). The measurement was carried out using eight surface electrodes 

connected to the analyzer, using electric current (frequency 1 kHz to 1000 kHz at 180μA). Electrodes in 

this method are placed as a tetrapolar system with the opposite arrangement, four electrodes built into 

the hand brackets on the apparatus (two electrodes per hand), and four on a measuring platform  

(two per foot). The study was conducted in accordance with the standards for the measurement 

procedure, at the same time of the day for all subjects, in the morning on an empty stomach. According to 

literature, BIA techniques were found to be particularly precise when compared with DEXA and 

appear to be a robust tool for measuring and monitoring total body fat and lean body mass in clinical 

and healthy volunteer studies [22,23] 

Resting blood pressure (BP) was measured three times in the seated position (M2 Basic, OMRON 

HEALTHCARE Co., Ltd, Kyoto, Japan). The average of three readings was used as the representative 

examination value. The measurement was performed under controlled conditions in a quiet room. 

2.2.2. Biochemical Parameters of Venous Blood 

Venous blood was collected from each of the volunteers, after overnight fasting, between 7.00 a.m. 

and 8.30 a.m. in the morning, after a 10 min rest in a sitting position, from the antecubital vein using 

Vacutainer tubes (Sarstedt, Germany), separately into two tubes: one to determine blood counts (1.2 mL 

anticoagulated with 1 g/L K2 EDTA) and the other for biochemical analysis of serum (7 mL). 

Serum levels of adiponectin and leptin were measured by immuno-enzymatic assays using 

commercially available ELISA kits from R&D Systems (Abingdon, UK), according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Adiponectin assay sensitivity was 0.246 ng/mL, while intra and inter-assay 

coefficients of variation (CV) were 2.5%–4.7% and 5.8%–6.9%, respectively. Leptin assay sensitivity 

was 7.8 pg/mL, and intra and inter-assay CVs were 3.3%–3.2% and 4.2%–3.5%, respectively. 

A spectrophotometric method was used to determine extracellular hemoglobin, total bilirubin, total 

protein, albumin, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol and triglycerides, while the concentration of LDL 

cholesterol fraction was determined by a direct method. After determinations, the obtained lipid profile 

was supplemented by calculation of TCh:HDL, LDL:HDL and TG:TCh ratios. 

2.2.3. Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis of the results was performed using STATISTICA software (version 10 PL).  

In addition to descriptive statistics (median, minimum, maximum), we tested the normality of the 

distribution of analyzed parameters using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Since the distribution of the majority 

of measured values deviated from a normal distribution, the comparison between men and women was 

performed with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test, taking into account the Bonferroni 

correction. To assess the strength and direction of the relationships between parameters and ADPN  

and LEP concentrations and the ADPN/LEP ratio, we calculated the Spearman rank correlation 

coefficients. The significance level was assumed at p < 0.05. In order to check the homogeneity of  
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the examined group of women and men, we calculated the coefficients of variation (CV) for all  

analyzed parameters. 

3. Results 

3.1. Anthropomorphic Parameters in the Study Group 

The study group of women differed significantly from that of men in terms of height and weight. 

Similarly, sexual differentiation was observed in blood pressure ranges which were significantly higher 

in men (mean value of 140/80 mmHg; SBP p < 0.001, DBP p < 0.05). Other anthropometric 

parameters, including age, BMI and WHR, showed no differences between sexes. Highly statistically 

significant (p < 0.001) sex-related differences were demonstrated in absolute non-fat components 

(LBM, SMM, SLMT), while no differences were demonstrated for the absolute levels of all analyzed 

indicators related to body fatness (MBF, MBFT, VFM, SFM). With respect to the percentages of the 

determined components, significant differences between sexes were shown again for all lean indicators 

(%LBM, %SMM, %SLMT), as well as for most indicators related to fat (%BFM, %SFM, %BFMT, 

%SFMT), except—interestingly—the percentage of visceral adipose tissue (%VFM). 

The comparison of the ratio of subcutaneous to visceral fat mass for the whole body (SFM:VFM) 

and only for the trunk (SFMT:VFMT) showed significant sex-related differences, indicating a greater 

percentage rate of subcutaneous fat in women than men, both for the whole body and the trunk. Similar 

differences and a greater fat content in women were found in the ratio of body fat to lean body mass 

(MBF:LBM). Similarly, the comparison of adiposity in the lower limb region (%MBFRL, %MBFLL) 

revealed significant differences between the sexes and a greater fat content in women; interestingly, 

the absolute fat mass in the analyzed regions (MBFRL, MBFLL) did not differ significantly between 

men and women. These results are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Anthropomorphic parameters in the study group, by sex. 

Parameter 
Female and Male n = 95 Female n = 55 Male n = 40 

Median (Range) Median (Range) Median (Range) 

Age [years] 37 (23–58) 38 (23–54) 32 (24–58) 

Height [cm] 170 (153–193) 168 (153–178) 178.0 ***F (158–193) 

Weight [kg] 95.25 (61.0–139) 81.90 (61–139) 97.60 *F (66.9–135.1) 

BMI [kg/m2] 30.35 (23.3–53) 30.20 (23.3–53) 31.9 (24.6–41.2) 

WHR 0.85 (0.82–1.09) 0.89 (0.82–1.03) 0.91 (0.84–1.09) 

SBP[mm Hg] 130 (105–160) 125 (105–140) 140.0 ***F (125–160) 

DBP[mm Hg] 80 (70–100) 75 (70–85) 80.0 *F (70–100) 

LBM [kg] 

[%] 

58.30 (40.6–96.5) 

64.82 (51.58–77.36) 

51.30 (40.6–71.7) 

61.17 (51.58–68.87) 

70.9 ***F (43.20–96.5) 

68.78 ***F (62.80–77.36) 

SMM [kg] 

[%] 

25.75 (13.3–50.0)  

27.487 (19.11–41.51) 

23.20 (13.9–30.9)  

25.10 (19.11–37.2) 

33.40 ***F (13.3–50.0)  

30.70 **F (19.88–41.51) 
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Table 1. Cont. 

Parameter 
Female and Male n = 95 Female n = 55 Male n = 40 

Median (Range) Median (Range) Median (Range) 

VFM [kg] 

[%] 

4.45 (2.4–12.4)  

5.26 (3.18–8.92) 

4.60 (2.4–12.4)  

5.46 (3.52–8.92) 

4.30 (3.1–9.6)  

4.63 (3.18–7.19) 

SFM [kg] 

[%] 

25.85 (18.0–54.9)  

30.67 (19.47–39.49) 

27.20 (18.0–54.9)  

33.21 (27.61–39.5) 

22.3 (18.5–40.1)  

25.84 ***F (19.47–30.79) 

SFM:VFM 5.91 (3.91–7.83) 6.15 (4.43–7.83) 5.44 **F (3.99–6.65) 

MBF:LBM 0.54 (0.29–0.94) 0.63 (0.45–0.94) 0.45 ***F (0.29–0.59) 

SLMT [kg] 

[%] 

26.26 (18.94–42.73)  

29.43 (22.12–35.66) 

23.37 (18.94–31.26)  

27.85 (22.12–31.98) 

31.68 ***F (20.30–42.73)  

31.63 ***F (27.86–35.66) 

MBFT [kg] 

[%] 

15.74 (10.49–34.52)  

18.09 (11.62–24.83) 

16.31 (10.49–34.52)  

19.915 (16.04–24.83) 

13.67 (11.25–25.56)  

16.05 ***K (11.62–19.13) 

SFMT [kg] 

[%] 

11.08 (7.85–22.12)  

13.64 (8.44–15.91) 

11.71 (8.09–22.12)  

14.37 (12.51–15.91) 

9.57 (7.85–15.96)  

10.61 ***F (8.44–13.57) 

SFMT:VFMT 2.55 (1.57–3.55) 2.68 (1.78–3.55) 2.31**F (1.57–2.93) 

MBFRL [kg] 

[%] 

5.57 (3.70-11.94)  

6.36 (4.10–8.59) 

5.73 (3.70–11.94)  

6.99 (5.64–8.59) 

4.81 **MLL MBF (3.99–8.99)  

5.64 ***F, ** MLL MBF(4.1–6.73) 

MBFLL [kg] 

[%] 

5.58 (3.70–11.93)  

6.42 (4.08–8.58) 

5.68 (3.70–11.93)  

6.97 (5.64–8.58) 

4.86 (3.98–9.04)  

5.64 ***F (4.08–6.77) 

BMI: Body Mass Index; WHR: Waist:Hip Ratio; LBM: Lean Body Mass; MBF: Body Fat Mass;  

SMM: Skeletal Muscle Mass; VFM: Visceral Fat Mass; SFM: Subcutaneous Fat Mass; parameters were 

determined in the trunk: SLMT: Soft Lean Mass; MBFT: Body Fat Mass; SFMT: Subcutaneous Fat Mass; 

MBFRL, MBF/LL: Body Fat Mass for the Right and Left Legs; *F-p<0.05 vs. Female; **F-p<0.01 vs. Female;  

***F-p<0.001 vs. Female; **MLLMBF-p<0.01 vs. Meale Body Fat Mass for the Left Leg. 

3.2. Clinical and Biochemical Characteristics of the Study Population 

The main clinical and biochemical characteristics of the study population are summarized in Table 2. 

The analysis of serum adipokine concentrations showed significantly higher mean levels in women  

(p < 0.01 for ADPN, p < 0.001 for LEP). Considering the values of hematological indices, we observed 

expected differences between men and women in relation to RBC (p < 0.01), HGB (p < 0.001) and 

HCT (p < 0.001). The values of other hematological parameters were comparable in both sexes.  

In addition, differences between the sexes were shown in extracellular hemoglobin (p < 0.01) and total 

bilirubin (p < 0.05), the concentrations of which were higher in men. Albumin and total protein 

concentrations did not differ significantly between the sexes. Analysis of the lipid profiles showed 

significant differences in HDL cholesterol (p < 0.05) and TG (p < 0.01) which were higher in women 

than in men. In addition, significant sex-related differences were shown for the TG:TCh ratio, with 

higher values for men (p < 0.05). Other parameters of the lipid profile (LDL, TCh:HDL, LDL:HDL) 

were similar for women and men. The results are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Clinical and biochemical characteristics of the study group. 

Parameter 
Female and Male n = 95 Female n = 55 Male n = 40 

Median (Range) Median (Range) Median (Range) 

Adiponectin[ng/mL] 41.37 (6.01–145.40) 59.40 (16.37–145.40) 34.98 **F (6.01–85.53) 

Leptin [pg/mL] 221.85 (45.68–894.50) 255.30 (98.83–894.50) 102.50 ***F (45.68–430.70) 

ADPN/LEP ratio 0.2 (0.03–1.28) 0.2 (0.03–0.86) 0.2 (0.11–1.27) 

RBC [1012/L] 4.92 (3.85–5.89) 4.76 (3.85–5.46) 5.20 **F (4.49–5.89) 

HGB [mmol/L] 7.65 (5.00–9.00) 7.50 (5.00–8.00) 8.40 ***F (7.20–9.00) 

HCT [L/L] 0.41 (0.29–0.51) 0.40 (0.29–0.43) 0.45 ***F (0.39–0.51) 

MCV [fL] 85.00 (70.00–93.00) 84.00 (70.00–92.00) 86.00 (82.00–93.00) 

MCH [fmol] 1.57 (1.19–1.77) 1.55 (1.19–1.73) 1.59 (1.49–1.77) 

MCHC [mmol/L] 18.60 (17.10–19.60) 18.60 (17.10–19.10) 18.70 (17.20–19.60) 

RDW [%] 12.70 (10.90–16.30) 12.80 (10.90–16.30) 12.60 (11.50–13.50) 

WBC [109/L] 7.25 (5.00–10.20) 7.80 (5.00–10.20) 6.70 (5.70–8.50) 

LYM [109/L] 2.60 (1.80–4.20) 2.60 (1.80–4.20) 2.60 (1.90–3.20) 

MON [109/L] 0.50 (0.30–0.80) 0.50 (0.30–0.80) 0.50 (0.40–0.80) 

GRA [109/L] 4.15 (2.50–6.20) 4.30 (2.50–6.20) 3.800 (2.70–5.30) 

Extracellular 

hemoglobin [g/dL] 
16.19 (8.76–110.48) 13.33 (8.76–110.48) 17.14 **F (14.10–36.19) 

Total bilirubin [mg/dL] 2.36 (1.24–7.20) 2.25 (1.35–4.16) 3.60 *F (1.24–7.20) 

Total protein [g/L] 52.88 (21.24–67.35) 53.333 (21.24–67.35) 51.98 (33.45–57.85) 

Albumin [g/L] 38.87 (19.72–59.95) 36.53 (19.72–59.95) 40.53 (26.15–55.89) 

Cholesterol [mg/dL] 206.50 (123.00–314.00) 205.00 (142.00–287.00) 222.00 (123.00–314.00) 

HDL [mg/dL] 28.32 (7.08–41.59) 30.09 (16.37–41.59) 25.66 *F (7.08–34.07) 

LDL [mg/dL] 147.43 (39.58–238.80) 148.74 (102.16–238.80) 133.97 (39.58–228.05) 

TG [mg/dL] 132.61 (37.68–372.46) 118.84 (37.68–297.10) 171.01 **F (89.86–372.46) 

TCh:HDL 7.12 (4.40–34.32) 6.66 (4.40–14.90) 8.16 (5.17–34.32) 

LDL:HDL 4.99 (2.24–26.61) 4.96 (2.85–11.37) 5.13 (2.24–26.61) 

TG:TCh 0.64 (0.24–2.87) 0.58 (0.24–1.21) 0.96 *F (0.41–2.87) 

RBC: Red Blood Cells; HGB: Hemoglobin; HCT: Hematocrit; MCV: Mean Corpuscular Volume;  

MCH: Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin; MCHC: Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin Concentration; RDW: Red 

blood cell Distribution Width; WBC: White Blood Cells; LYM: Lymphocytes; MON: Monocytes;  

GRA: Granulocytes; PLT: Platelets; *F-p<0.05 vs. Female; *F-p<0.01 vs. Female; ***F-p<0.001 vs. Female. 

3.3. Relationships between the Analyzed Anthropomorphic Parameters and Serum Adiponectin and 

Leptin Concentrations 

The search for relationships between the analyzed anthropomorphic parameters was conducted for 

the entire study group (95 persons) and separately for women and men. Analysis of the results showed 

no relationship between fasting ADPN and LEP concentrations in serum, either in the entire 

population, or in women and men groups (Table 3). In the entire group of participants we found a 

significant negative correlation between ADPN and body height, body weight, systolic blood pressure 

and the absolute values of all analyzed lean body components: LBM, SMM and SLMT. The 

relationships were partly repeated in the group of men, as shown by a negative correlation between 

ADPN and body height and lean body components (LBM, SLMT). However, the group of women did 
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not show such trends. Interestingly, a positive correlation between the LEP level and body weight, 

BMI and WHR was found in the group of women only. In the entire group of subjects, LEP negatively 

correlated with the percentage of all analyzed lean body components and, taking into account only the 

absolute values, LEP negatively correlated with muscle mass only. Interestingly, there was a positive 

correlation in women between lean body mass (LBM) and soft lean mass (SLMT) and LEP, which was 

not demonstrated either in the entire study group or in men. 

A positive correlation was found between LEP and all fat mass components expressed in absolute 

values (MBF, VFM, SFM, MBFT, SFMT, MBFRL, MBFLL) and for most percentage rates (%VFM, %SFM, 

%MBFT, SFMT, %MBFRL, %MBFLL). The trend being shown for the absolute values of analyzed fat 

indicators was largely repeated in separately analyzed groups of women and men, except visceral fat 

mass (VFM) in men. Similarly, with regard to the percentage of fat components analyzed separately 

for women and men, we found a positive correlation between LEP and all above body fat parameters, 

and additionally the percentage rate of body fat mass (%MBF), which was not observed for the entire 

study group. 

Table 3. Significant correlations (p < 0.05) between serum adiponectin (ADPN) and leptin 

(LEP) and selected parts of the body, including division into sex groups. 

Parameter Female and Male n = 95 Female n = 55 Male n = 40 

 

ADPN 

[ng/m

L] 

LEP 

[pg/mL] 

ADPN/LE

P Ratio 

ADPN 

[ng/mL] 

LEP 

[pg/mL] 

ADPN/LE

P Ratio 

ADPN 

[ng/mL] 

LEP 

[pg/mL] 

ADPN/LEP 

Ratio 

Height [cm] –0.33 - - - - - –0.59 - - 

Weight [kg] –0.42 - –0.33 - 0.59 - - - –0.52 

BMI [kg/m2] - - –0.42 - 0.59 –0.52 - - - 

WHR - - - - 0.57 –0.42 - - - 

SBP [mmHg] –0.49 - - - - - - - - 

LBM [kg]/[%] –0.50/- -/–0.81 -/- -/- 0.55/–0.64 -/- –0.62/- -/–0.71 –0.54/- 

MBF [kg]/[%] -/- 0.54/- –0.47/- -/- 0.62/0.65 –0.42/- -/- 0.54/0.71 -/- 

SMM [kg]/[%] –0.49/- –0.37/–0.62 -/- -/- -/- -/- -/- -/–0.59 -/- 

VFM [kg]/[%] - 0.34/0.56 –0.41/- -/- 0.61/0.63 –0.47/- -/- -/0.55 -/- 

SFM [kg]/[%] -/- 0.58/0.81 –0.49/- -/- 0.62/0.64 –0.42/- -/- 0.60/0.69 –0.55/- 

SFM:VFM - - - - –0.57 - - - - 

MBF:LBM - 0.8 - - 0.64 - - 0.71 - 

SLMT [kg]/[%] –0.48/- -/–0.77 -/0.43 -/- 0.54/–0.63 -/0.49 –0.59/- -/–0.69 –0.52/- 

MBFT[kg]/[%] -/- 0.54/0.80 –0.47/–0.42 -/- 0.62/0.64 –0.42/–0.48 -/- 0.53/0.71 -/–0.53 

SFMT [kg]/[%] -/- 0.61/0.81 –0.51/–0.39 -/- 0.63/0.66 –0.42/–0.49 -/- 0.65/0.73 –0.63/–0.58 

SFMT:VFMT - - - - –0.58 0.40 - - - 

MBFRL [kg]/[%] -/- 0.53/0.8 -/- -/- 0.60/0.64 -/- -/- 0.56/0.68 -/- 

MBFLL [kg]/[%] -/- 0.53/0.81 -/- -/- 0.62/0.68 -/- -/- 0.55/0.68 -/- 

BMI: Body Mass Index; WHR: Waist:Hip Ratio; LBM: Lean Body Mass; MBF: Mass of Body Fat;  

SLM: Soft Lean Mass; SMM: Skeletal Muscle Mass; VFM: Visceral Fat Mass; SFM: Subcutaneous Fat Mass; 

RL-Right Leg; LL-Left Leg, T-Trunk. 
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In addition, in order to more fully determine the proportion of individual fat and lean tissue in the 

body, we analyzed the relationship between adipokines (ADPN and LEP) and the ratio of subcutaneous 

to visceral fat being assessed for the whole body (SFM:VFM) and the trunk (SFMT:VFMT) and the ratio 

of body fat mass to lean body mass (BFM:LBM). The analysis revealed a negative correlation between 

LEP and the SFM:VFM and SFMT:VFMT ratios and a positive relationship between LEP and the 

MBF:LBM ratio in women only. These results are summarized in Table 3. 

The ADPN/LEP ratio showed a negative correlation with body weight and BMI in the entire group 

of participants and, additionally, a negative correlation with WHR in women. In the group of men, this 

ratio negatively correlated with body mass only. Similarly, a negative correlation was demonstrated 

between the ADPN/LEP ratio and the absolute values of all analyzed body fat components (MBF, VFM, 

SFM, MBFT, SFMT) in the entire group and in women. In men, the ADPN/LEP ratio negatively 

correlated only with subcutaneous fat mass in the whole body and in the trunk (SFM, SFMT).  

In relation to the percentage rates of fat components, the entire group of participants and the sexes 

demonstrated a negative correlation between the ADPN/LEP ratio and subcutaneous fat mass in the 

trunk (%MBFT, %SFMT). It is interesting that, despite the strong relationship between the ADPN/LEP 

ratio and body fat components, a significant positive correlation was also shown with the percentage of 

soft lean mass in the trunk region (%SLMT) in the entire study group as well as in women. In men, this 

trend was not confirmed; on the contrary, a negative correlation was observed between the ADPN/LEP 

ratio and the absolute value of SLMT and lean body mass (LBM) (Table 3). 
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Figure 1. Scatter plots for the correlation (p < 0.05) between adiponectin and selected 

erythroid indicators in the study group.  
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3.4. Relationships between Serum Adiponectin and Leptin Concentrations and Selected Blood 

Biochemical Indicators 

When analyzing the entire study group, we found a negative correlation between ADPN and 

erythroid indicators: RBC, HGB, HCT, and extracellular hemoglobin and lipid indicators: TG,  

TCh:HDL and TG:TCh, and a positive correlation with HDL. Similarly, LEP negatively correlated 

with these hematological indices and, additionally, with total bilirubin. Importantly, a positive 

correlation was found between LEP and white blood cell parameters: WBC, GRA and PLT  

(Figures 1–3).  

In women, we found a negative correlation between ADPN and the TG:TCh ratio only and a 

positive correlation between LEP and PLT. In addition, a negative correlation was observed  

between the ADPN/LEP ratio and the TG:TCh ratio (Figure 4). It should be noted that these 

relationships were not observed in men. All significant correlations demonstrated during the tests are 

shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2. Scatter plots for the correlation (p < 0.05) between adiponectin and selected 

blood lipid profile indicators. 
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Figure 3. Scatter plots for the correlation (p < 0.05) between leptin and selected red and 

white blood cell indicators in the entire study group. 
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Figure 4. Scatter plots for the correlation (p < 0.05) between leptin, adiponectin and the 

ADPN/LEP ratio and platelet counts and the TG:TCh ratio in the group of women. 

4. Discussion  

In the present study, we analyzed interactions between serum ADPN and LEP levels and fat and 

lean indices, hematological parameters and lipid profiles in the subjects with varying body weights.  

In clinical practice, the most common indicators of obesity are BMI and the waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) 

being measured to indicate nutritional status and used stools to correlate the risk of health problems 

with weight at the population level in adults. Nevertheless, these indicators, although very common 

and relatively easy to obtain, do not allow a precise an unambiguous definition of the relations between 

individual body components and adipokines. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that 

estimates the relationship between serum adiponectin and leptin concentrations and differentiates the 

indicators of body fat to such a detail, including a division between visceral and subcutaneous fat. 

Moreover, we made distinction between the trunk and lower limbs, which allows for a more complete 

differentiation of subcutaneous fat distribution and takes into account the division into abdominal and 

thigh fat (Table 1). The important assumption of the study, as planned, was to make differentiation 

within the body mass of participants, which was confirmed by a wide range of the BMI value, from 

23.3 to 53 kg/m3 in all participants. The tested subjects, both women and men, varied in BMI  

(CVW + M = 18.4%; CVW = 19.6%; CVM = 17.8%). Importantly, despite the lack of statistically 

significant differences in BMI and WHR between the female group and the male one, there were 

significant sexual differences in terms of most adiposity parameters. Although both ADPN and LEP 

are mainly synthesized by adipose tissue, it has been reported that the dependence of their 

concentrations on the body composition does not have the same character [24]. The percentage rates of 
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these components was highly significantly, being higher in women than in men, which is consistent 

with the data from literature [25]. Since we found no statistically significant dimorphism in the 

percentage rate of visceral adipose tissue, sexual differentiation may only concern subcutaneous fat 

(Table 1). Due to statistically significant higher concentrations of the analyzed adipokines in women 

than in men, particularly LEP (twice as high concentrations) (Table 2), subcutaneous adipose tissue 

may potentially regulate the concentrations of these adipokines. At the same time, however, it should 

be noted that both the absolute values and the percentages of lean components (LBMT, SMM) were 

significantly higher in men than in women. 

Although numerous clinical studies show strong relationships between the described adipokines and 

body composition indices [26–36], most of them are limited to anthropometric measurements or body 

fat mass. Some of the studies being cited here assess body composition based only on BMI, WHR 

and/or the percentage of fat content, without using precise methods for detailed analysis of each 

component, e.g., dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA), tomography (CT), bioelectrical impedance 

analysis (BIA) [25,28,33]. In our research, we took into account both fat (divided into visceral and 

subcutaneous adipose tissues) and lean components of the body. The obtained results highlight the 

high risk of error in the assessment of the relation between adipokine levels and the nutritional status 

and body fat when only BMI and WHR are considered and indicate the need to consider both fat and 

lean components. 

It is known that ADPN is low in simple obesity and related disorders, such as insulin resistance, 

type 2 diabetes [27] and obstructive sleep apnea [17]. At the same time, high ADPN levels are 

observed in lean and emaciated persons, as well as in cachexia, e.g., due to cancer [37]. Some studies 

have shown that the level of ADPN in blood serum is inversely proportional to BMI, WHR and LEP 

levels in plasma [26,32,34]. The results of our study did not confirm a direct correlation between BMI 

and WHR and serum adipokine levels. Only the ADPN/LEP ratio negatively correlated with BMI in 

the entire study group, as well as independently in the group of women. 

In men, the increased ADPN, LEP and ADP/LEP ratio negatively correlated with soft lean mass 

(SLM) and lean body mass (LBM). Interestingly, we found no relationship between adipokine levels 

and the indicators of adiposity in the entire study group and after division into sex groups (Table 3). 

Some literature data [38] suggest that the concentration of ADPN in women can be positively 

correlated with subcutaneous adipose tissue located in the region of lower limbs, which could explain 

the relationship being obtained in our research. In order to verify this hypothesis, we evaluated the 

dependence of ADPN level on the absolute values and the percentages of body fat in lower limbs 

(BFMLR, BFMLL) in the entire group of participants and separately for women and men but we did 

not obtain statistically significant results (Table 3), therefore we did not confirm the results of  

Turer et al. (2011). This was perhaps due to the fact that our study group was dominated by women 

with android adiposity (WHR value shown in Table 1). 

This study showed no significant relationship between ADPN and SFM:VFM ratio for the whole 

body or the trunk. According to some reports, a higher percentage rate of subcutaneous fat compared 

to visceral fat may be a factor for increased ADPN levels in people with obesity [25]. 

In our study, the LEP level strongly positively correlated with both the absolute values and the 

percentages of individual components of total body fat and the trunk region (BFM, VFM, SFM, BFM 

in the trunk and lower limbs). The obtained results lead to definite conclusions about a crucial role of 
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adipose tissue in the release of LEP, which is further confirmed by a positive correlation between the 

MBF:LBM ratio and the LEP level. These results are consistent with literature data [14,26,32]. 

Interestingly, women in our study showed a negative correlation between LEP and the SFM:VFM 

ratio, which may suggest a more significant role of visceral adipose tissue than subcutaneous adipose 

tissue in the release of adipokines to blood. 

A highly significant sexual dimorphism in LEP levels (higher concentrations in women) may be 

associated with higher fat indicators in women. However, it must be remembered that men and women 

in our study did not differ in the absolute values of fat mass indicators (Tables 1 and 3), which further 

highlights the significance of relationships between subcutaneous and visceral fat and lean body mass. 

Although the entire study group showed a trend to abdominal obesity, which could potentially indicate 

a large proportion of visceral fat in body composition, the sex groups differed in the percentage rate of 

body fat mass in the trunk (%BFMT) and subcutaneous fat mass in the trunk (%SFMT), which may be 

another reason for significantly higher LEP level in women. In conclusion, it is worth noting that, 

despite the potential protective effect of LEP in the excess accumulation of body fat (control of the 

sensation of hunger and satiety), obese people have the increased levels of serum LEP; According to 

the present state of knowledge, this can be explained by leptin resistance [14,39]. 

We found no statistically significant relationship between LEP and systolic or diastolic blood 

pressure (BP) (Table 3) but observed a negative correlation between ADPN and systolic blood 

pressure (Table 3). Literature data show that ADPN and LEP seem to be possible regulators of the 

cardio-vascular system [19,40,41]. For example, it has been shown that when the LEP level in rats is 

elevated to that being observed in obesity, blood pressure and heart rate increase. The LEP 

administration to the cerebral ventricle or its infusion into the jugular vein of rats resulted in a  

dose-dependent increase in heart rate and blood pressure [42,43]. 

Due to the presence of LEP receptors in many tissues, e.g., in cardiomyocytes (LEPRa, -b and -c 

isoforms), it seems possible that LEP plays a certain role in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular  

diseases [16,19,39,40]. To some extent, the results obtained in animal models are supported by clinical 

trials. It has been shown that long-term hyperleptinemia is associated with impaired myocardial 

function, this condition being recognized as an independent risk factor for coronary artery disease, 

myocardial infarction and a predictor of subsequent cardiac events [16,44,45]. 

A positive correlation between LEP levels and heart rate has been reported in patients with 

hypertension, independent of other factors (BMI, age, insulin levels), which may suggest that increased 

LEP may increase BP [16,28]. However, the relationships between LEP and BP are ambiguously 

described in literature. Some authors have demonstrated a positive correlation between LEP and 

systolic and diastolic blood pressure [46], which is contrary to the data reported by Momin et al. whose 

results indicate a vasodilatory effect of LEP and, consequently, an LEP-induced reduction in BP [23]. 

The potential regulatory function of LEP in the cardiovascular system is still a matter of controversy 

and the current state of knowledge does not allow for definitive conclusions. 

Literature data also suggests a potentially opposite effect of ADPN on blood pressure. The  

ADPN-induced decrease in BP is probably related to the renin-angiotensin system and the sympathetic 

nervous system [47]; in addition, the impact of ADPN on vascular tension appears to be independent of 

other hypertension risk factors [48]. Moreover, in animal studies and clinical trials, hypoadiponectinemia 

has been associated with pathological hypertrophy of the left ventricle [49]. 
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The potential role of LEP and ADPN in the pathology of cardiovascular diseases is not limited to 

the impact on blood pressure. Another important issue is their effect on the metabolism and transport 

of lipids and, consequently, their effect on the lipid profile and the regulation of vascular endothelial 

inflammation. It is postulated that LEP may be involved in the body's response to stress; for example, 

LEP can play a role of acute phase protein, adapting the cellular metabolism to stress, e.g., in 

myocardial infarction [50]. This is confirmed by the elevated concentrations of LEP within the first 24 

hours of infarction [43,50]. Furthermore, the LEP injection stimulates local inflammatory responses [43]. 

Literature data show a strong link between LEP and increased CRP independently of body weight and 

the occurrence of cardiovascular disease [38,51,52]. 

The results of our study indicate a significant correlation between serum LEP and white blood cell 

count, including granulocytes. Interestingly, a positive correlation was observed between serum LEP 

and platelet count in the entire study group and in women. It is well known that all of these factors 

contribute to initiation and development of atherosclerotic vessels, which confirms the previously 

mentioned relationship between adipokines and vascular endothelium pathology. The pathogenesis of 

atherosclerosis is associated with chronic inflammation within the vascular wall, endothelial 

dysfunction [53] and hypercoagulability state being associated with excessive platelet activation, 

which can explain the regularities observed in our study group. 

In contrast, the anti-inflammatory activity of ADPN may protect against initiation and development 

of atherosclerosis and other cardiovascular pathologies. It may reduce the expression of endothelial 

adhesion molecules, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), E-selectin, and intercellular 

adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), which are receptors for monocytes, inhibiting the monocyte adhesion 

to the vessel wall [35,54]. Additionally, ADPN may exert a protective effect through direct inhibition 

of TNF-α biosynthesis by macrophages and reduction of their phagocytic properties. Moreover, it 

shows an inhibitory effect with respect to macrophage scavenger receptor A, therefore inhibiting the 

conversion of macrophages into foam cells [55]. ADPN increases nitric oxide production in the 

vascular endothelium and stimulates angiogenesis [56,57]. 

Decreased ADPN levels in obesity, type 2 diabetes and metabolic syndrome may be a cause for the 

development of micro-and macro-vascular diabetic and cardiovascular complications. Literature shows 

the advantage of the ADPN/LEP ratio over individual ADPN and LEP levels in predicting obesity 

complications, such as insulin resistance and endothelial damage [58] in patients without 

hyperglycemia [59]. However, despite all literature data, our study group demonstrated no significant 

correlations between ADPN and blood biochemical indices. 

Analysis of the lipid profile is one of the basic diagnostic tests demonstrating the risk of 

atherosclerosis and metabolic syndrome. Our study group was characterized by diverse values of total 

cholesterol (CVW + M = 20.5%; CVW = 17.6%; CVM = 25.4%), LDL (CVW + M = 28.8%;  

CVW = 21.8%; CVM = 39.4%) and HDL (CVW + M = 25%; CVW = 21%; CVM = 27%), with a 

trend to low HDL (<40 mg/dL) and elevated LDL (>100 mg/dL) and total cholesterol (>200 mg/dL). 

The ADPN and LEP levels seem to correlate only with selected parameters (TG, HDL and LDL) 

and in a contradictory manner. Clinical studies have demonstrated a positive correlation between 

ADPN and total cholesterol, HDL [25,35,60,61] and LDL [35] and a negative correlation with  

TG [33–35,60], which is confirmed by the results of our study. ADPN seems to be a strong and 

independent protector of cardiovascular events [62]. 
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Despite the link between LEP and lipid metabolism and the indication that high LEP concentrations 

are biomarkers of simple obesity [35], our study did not demonstrate a relationship between LEP and 

lipid profile indices. The results presented in literature are also ambiguous and further research in this 

area are necessary [63–65]. 

Literature data suggest that the ADPN/LEP ratio is a sensitive risk indicator of metabolic syndrome 

in patients with overweight and obesity [35,66,67]. The character of our study does not allow for 

explicit reference to this suggestion, although some of our subjects did show strong symptoms of 

metabolic syndrome. With respect to the lipid profile, as an essential component of metabolic 

syndrome diagnosis, we observed a negative correlation between the ADPN/LEP ratio and the 

TG/TCH ratio in women (Figure 3). Men with high ADPN/LEP ratio exhibited lower TG and 

TG/HDL ratio and higher HDL compared to patients with low ADPN/LEP ratio, regardless of waist 

circumference [35]. The reason for inconsistent results may be the sexual dimorphism in body fat 

distribution mentioned above (Table 1) and the influence of hormones, e.g., inhibitory effect of androgens 

on ADPN and LEP levels [67], which may affect the sensitivity of the ADPN/LEP ratio indicator. 

5. Conclusions 

We are aware of the limitations of the study. The size of particular groups of women and men 

should be increased, allowing for age subgroups within sex and hormonal balance, particularly in 

premenopause, perimenopause and postmenopause in women, which could significantly affect the 

study results. Furthermore, the anthropometric measurements in the presented study were performed 

with the BIA method; it would be good to carry out a comparative analysis with the data being 

obtained with more objective methods of body composition analysis, for example with DEXA. 

The current state of knowledge on the role of ADPN and LEP and their relationships in a variety of 

physiological and pathological states, though systematically supplemented by new findings, is still a 

subject of much controversy and confusion.  

The composition of body components (not just fat components), their absolute levels and 

proportions, and their distribution in the human body, all seem to be crucial for blood LEP and ADPN 

levels. ADPN tended to depend on the absolute values of lean mass parameters, which may indicate 

that distribution of this adipokine depends on localized soft lean mass. In contrast, the LEP levels were 

obviously dependent on fat components, both their mass and proportion. Despite a common site of 

origin of the described adipokines, their functions and effects on body weight regulation and the 

pathophysiology of cardiovascular diseases are different and specific. ADPN exhibits a clearly 

protective action, in contrast to LEP which seems to be a predictor of many diseases. Appropriate LEP 

and ADPN concentrations appear to be an important part of blood pressure regulation, lipid profile and 

vascular endothelium inflammation, producing significant changes in the cardiovascular system. Given 

the current state of knowledge, the potential significance of the studied adipokines, especially ADPN 

and the ADPN/LEP ratio, as a valuable complementary diagnostic element in the prediction and 

prevention of cardiovascular diseases needs further research. 
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